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HERENSTRAAT
& Prinsenstraat

DISCOVER COSY CAFÉS AND DELICIOUS FOOD OR
ADMIRE FASHION, ART AND MORE IN A SELECTION
OF SMALL, ELEGANT SHOPS. THE PRINSENSTRAAT
AND HERENSTRAAT ARE AN EXCELLENT
INTRODUCTION TO THE ESSENCE OF AMSTERDAM.
EDITOR INEZ STERTEFELD PHOTOGRAPHER NIELS STAVORINUS

Just a few footsteps away from the popular ‘Nine
Streets’ - the trendy shopping area consisting of nine
picturesque, interconnected streets in the Jordaan area
- two other streets are waking up. Prinsenstraat and
Herenstraat have been the slightly sleepy neighbours
of the nine better-known streets full of designer brand
stores, but now they are realizing their potential.
Independent shops, trendy bars and innovative
restaurants are popping up. Just two blocks long and
linked by a footbridge, the skinny district the
Herenstraat and Prinsenstraat form is lined with
elegant canal houses. It pairs the new, cool vibe with a
fundamentally down-to-earth, neighbourhood-like
atmosphere.

A NARROW STREET
OF DUTCH COOL

One–of-a-kind boutiques sit comfortably next to small
family-owned shops, trendy coffee bars and antique
sellers. The two streets are buzzing with new energy,
yet they are proud of their unique composition of
local shops and new retailers and visibly try to
preserve that. Add their convenient location in the
centre of Amsterdam and their lovely canal views to
that and there you have it: your new favourite
shopping and strolling area in Amsterdam may very
well be the Prinsenstraat-Herenstraat corrido.

© THOMAS SCHLIJPER
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PROPERTY OF...

HERENSTRAAT 2 | THEPROPERTYOF.COM

The cosy and inviting exterior of Property Of... on the Herenstraat invites you into a quaint shop that sells men’s bags and
accessories in an old bistro setting. In addition to the brand’s
well-crafted line of wax-coated cotton and vegetable-tanned
leather bags, it offers an array of like-minded products and great
cappuccinos. The vibrancy of the shop welcomes customers to
relax and enjoy their visit.

DE LINNEN HEREN
HERENSTRAAT 21
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C. COSMETICS & CARE

HERENSTRAAT 30| COSMETICSANDCARE.COM

C. Cosmetics is a shop, beauty salon
and webshop with only clean, natural
cosmetics. Make-up and beauty
products that are really good for your
skin. The ingredients of these brands
meet all the same strict criteria: natural
and free from mineral oil, silicone,
parabens, other harmful preservatives
and synthetic fragrances and dyes.
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NUMBER NINE

JUWELIER GORT

HERENSTRAAT 18 | NUMBERNINE.NL

Number Nine sells fashionable, high-quality clothing and
accessories, mostly inspired by city trips to international capitals.
Think fresh, clean, stylish and unique. Therefore they try to
differentiate by offering the most exclusive sneakers, best jeans
and beautiful tops. Number Nine loves change. So every season
there is a different mix of established brands and new small
labels. Number Nine recently opened a new store in Amsterdam
on the Elandsgracht 34, a 10 minute walking distance from the
Herenstraat, with a different selection of clothing and accessories.

HERENSTRAAT 11 | JUWELIERGORT.NL

Complementing its surroundings perfectly, jeweller and
goldsmith Gort offers unique, hand-made pieces in a beautiful shop. Definitely have look at the atelier in the back, where
modern jewellery is being made. They also offer a range of
well-chosen vintage pieces like rings with rose diamonds or
precious stones, unique antique earrings, distinctive Art Deco
pendants and the like. Years of experience set Gort apart. They
accept both personal assignments and repairs.

AMSTERDAM BAG COMPANY

LABELLAMAFIA

Out of passion for bags and the knowledge that women and
bags are inseparable, Iris Maree started her own bag label at
2012. Amsterdam Bag Company is a modern company that
supports the idea that no animal should suffer for fashion
purpose. All bags are made from animal friendly materials
without ever compromising on style or quality. With two main
collections and a theme collection throughout the year, A.B.C.
stays on trend and won’t let you down when you’re looking for
the perfect bag to match your outfit. *Show a photo of Hello
Amsterdam in the A.B.C. shop and receive a 15% discount on
any model in the collection.

Labellamafia brings an alternative perspective and attitude to
sports clothes and fashion for women. Designed with a lot
of love for detail and quality, Labellamafia is here to bring
out the best in women who train and stay fit. Everything
is produced in a socially responsible manner, in-house at
Labellamafia’s own space in southern Brazil. The family-run
business started in 2007 and is now selling to over 100
countries. The Amsterdam location is the first official concept store in Europe. Labellamafia is more than just a brand,
it’s a Lifestyle.

HERENSTRAAT 36 | AMSTERDAMBAGCOMPANY.COM
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HERENSTRAAT 32 | LABELLAMAFIA.NL
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COSMANIA

HERENSTRAAT 19 | COSMANIA.NL

COSMANIA is the largest
cosmetics store in Amsterdam,
specializing in niche brands
for face, hair and body
care. COSMANIA chooses
international brands that have
proven their worth in their
country of origin and are
becoming very popular very
fast. Think Korres, Cowshed,
Malin+Goetz, Mario Badescu
and Inglot. It offers brands with
a passion for purity and healthy
ingredients. COSMANIA is a
true paradise for fans of special
cosmetics.

OUTRAS COISAS

HERENSTRAAT 31 | OUTRASCOISAS.NL

Outras Coisas means “other
things” in Portuguese and that’s
exactly right. It is a real ‘discovery’
shop filled with fun stuff. Everywhere you look you will discover
something new. This is the place
where you can definitely succeed in
finding an original gift. If you see
something beautiful, do not hesitate, because stock is usually low.
Step inside, take a breath and enjoy
the beautiful mix of interior goods,
fashion and accessories on offer.

© THIJS WOLZAK

© SEENBYBIEN

PRINSELIJK
GEBONDEN

HERENSTRAAT 13| PRINSELIJKGEBONDEN.NL
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NIELS

INTERIOR & ACCESSORIES

HERENSTRAAT 15C | NIELSINTERIEUR.COM

If you are into Scandinavian
design, you’re at the right spot.
At Niels’ Interior & Accessories
they sell stylish gifts for the home,
kitchen and garden. Think dinnerware, kitchenware, soap dispensers,
toilet brushes and towels. They
offer brands like Finnish Ittala,
Danish Vipp and Swedish Färg
Form, but also beanbags by the
Dutch brand Fatboy.

PILI CARRERA

INC.

The family company Pili Carrera
was founded in 1963 in Mos,
Spain, making handmade baby
socks and baby clothes. Today Pili
Carrera has more than 60 mono
brand stores worldwide;  the
Amsterdam store is the first one in
the Netherlands. Pili Carrera is a
luxury brand with a classical style
through a modern lens. In store a
clothing collection for new born
babies to kids up to 14 years; also
perfect for birthdays, weddings,
christenings, baptisms. Futhermore furniture and accessories for
a complete baby- and children’s
rooms.

INC. is a store where the
customer comes first. The owners
have an international background
and speak many languages. This
international character is clearly
reflected in their collection, which
consists of beautiful women’s and
children’s brands. Design and
quality are paramount. Most of
the clothes are made of the finest
silk, cotton, or cashmere. Also
take a look at their assortment of
special scarves, quilts, jewellery
and a wide variety of accessories.

HERENSTRAAT 24-A | PILICARRERA.COM

HERENSTRAAT 17
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SEASONS RESTAURANT

HERENSTRAAT 16 | SEASONSRESTAURANT.NL
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J.D. WILLIAM’S WHISKY BAR
PRINSENSTRAAT 5 | JDWILLIAMSWHISKYBAR.COM

The ever-so-sweet burn of whisky running down the back of
your throat is a feeling like no other. Complex like a riddle,
whisky challenges your pallet, striking up hours of debate about
its makeup.  Where to tangle with this unrivaled spirit is where
J.D. William’s lends a hand. Nestled in Amsterdam’s beautiful
Jordaan neighborhood, J.D. William’s is a concept bar that focuses
on whisky and whisky cocktails in an industrial chic setting.

THE PANCAKE BAKERY

BLACK & BLUE

Enjoy the world famous and tasty traditional Dutch delicacy
in an unique historical venue situated on the Prinsengracht,
at a stone’s throw of the Anne Frank House and the
Westerkerk. The recipe is simple, the result divine. Good old
Dutch pancakes come with their traditional trappings such as
cinnamon sugar, or cheese and bacon, but also in a more exotic
dress. Think Mexican and Italian, paprika and pepperoni. No
wonder they call ‘em the best pancakes in town!

In the friendly, working-class district ‘the Jordaan’, along the charming
canals, you’ll find this cozy, no-nonsense lunch and dinner spot. Steak
restaurant Black & Blue knows its distinctive strength: high-quality
steaks and salads. The grilling is done on the centrally placed Josper
charcoal grill. Here, top-quality ingredients are a must. From the
bread and snacks to hearty steaks, lobster, hamburgers, and healthy salads. Expect a lovely, warm atmosphere created by the vintage-oriented
interior and the genuinely welcoming service. Fancy manners are not
required; just come as you are. Make yourself at home and enjoy!  

PRINSENGRACHT 191 | PANCAKE.NL

LELIEGRACHT 46 | STEAKRESTAURANTAMSTERDAM.NL

BLEU

DR. BLEND

PRINSENSTRAAT 10 | RESTAURANTBLEU.AMSTERDAM

HERENSTRAAT 23 | DRBLEND.NL

Beginning March 10th you will be
warmly welcomed at the newest addition
to the hospitality sector in Amsterdam,
Restaurant Bleu. Come dine at the little
brother of steak restaurant Black & Blue.
Discover classic French cuisine presented
with the fresh, signature twist of the
head chef. The menu offers steak tartare,
foie gras on sourdough bread, juicy côte
de boeufs and delicious desserts such
as crème brûlée and profiteroles. Taste
the belle France in the bustling heart of
Amsterdam. Sit back, relax and let the
staff of Restaurant Bleu serve you with a
personalized flair. À bientôt!

Superfoodies beware: at Dr. Blend
they serve and sell yummy organic
superfoods, always made of super
healthy ingredients. Dr. Blend
Amsterdam is a perfect pit stop if
you need a quick vitamin boost
while shopping in the centre or the
Jordaan. The ‘Just BEAT it’ smoothie
with lots of beet juice is certainly
recommended.
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PLEASUREMENTS

I LOVE VINTAGE

HERENSTRAAT 29 | PLEASUREMENTS.COM

PRINSENGRACHT 201 | ILOVEVINTAGE.NL

Indulge yourself with the finest in
luxury lingerie, nightwear and refined
erotics at The House of Pleasurements. Experience the Pleasurements
experience firsthand and enjoy all
the attention you deserve when
shopping. Savour all the luxury and
comfort in this beautiful boutique, or
shop by appointment and experience
discretion and service at its very best.
Owner Rebecca travels around the
globe in search of the most unique
items in lingerie, nightwear, erotics
and swimwear. Pleasurements lingerie
is for those who celebrate love.

Vintage lovers can eat their heart out at I Love Vintage. At I
Love Vintage, it’s all about retro fashion. They trawl the globe
with great enthusiasm to bring you the best vintage style for
your personal collection and wardrobe. The vintage-inspired
(new) clothing, including 1950s dresses in every possible color,
jumpsuits, blouses, jewellery and shoes. Its items are in great
demand among Amsterdammers, who can find their way to the
store blindfolded. The I Love Vintage concept began in 2006
with an online shop and now there are two outlets. I Love
Vintage has grown into Europe’s top (online) vintage fashion
shop. They sell brands in a very broad range of prices. Dresses
from €45 up to high-end, hand-crafted pieces for €300. I Love
Vintage also has its own ’sustainable’ label BANNOU.
© JACOB VAN VLIET

SQUARE FEET

PRINSENSTRAAT 21 | SQUAREFEET.NL

Square Feet is a unique shoe
boutique located in the authentic
heart of Amsterdam. Square Feet
sells elegant, original, and above all
wearable shoes. They have pumps,
boots, and sneakers from wellknown European brands such as
Ca ‘Shott, Julie Dee, Love Moschino, Unisa, United Nude and Voile
Blanche. The store also sells its
own designs under the private
label Square Feet. Quirky designs
with interesting details. Square
Feet offers high-quality men’s and
women’s shoes for every occasion
at a reasonable price and with
outstanding, personalized service.
They are happy to help you find
the shoes that are perfect for you.

TOMMY PAGE

PRINSENSTRAAT 7 | TOMMYPAGE.NL

Tommy Page is the one and only
strictly menswear vintage mantique
in Amsterdam. The shop is curated
and run by the designer Tommy
Page, whose curiosity for menswear
throughout history has led him to
open his own vintage archive in
the heart of Amsterdam. All the
cherished items are hand selected
and suitable for an array of decors,
research and dress. The collection
is a constant evolution of selection
and choice. The Prinsenstraat 7 has
become a meeting point for avid
collectors and like minded souls.
Respect for craft and conscious
consuming stand alongside the
desire to preserve, restore
and (re) create.

OSKA

PRINSENSTRAAT 18 & WILLEMSPARKWEG 71 | NL.OSKA.COM

The new Spring / Summer collection contains the new and
unexpected. Voluminous cotton, luxurious crepes and raw
linen in soft and feminine colours finalize the season. The
ISCHIKO collection flows alongside with cool pool-blue,
shimmering sunset-red and strawberry ice-cream rosé. The
collection memorizes the lightness of endless summer days.
OSKA equals casual and sustainable elegance. Timeless
design, high quality materials and ensured wearing comfort.
The design emphasizes the strong and authentic personality.
OSKA’s renewed website offers both collections, outfit ideas
and inspiration. Expect personal attention and impeccable
service.
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